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inister’s Foreword

Mr Geoff Doidge, MP
Honourable Minister of Public Works

During the State of the Nation address on Thursday 11 February 2010, President Jacob Zuma put
particular emphasis on rural development countrywide and on increased infrastructure investment
spending over the next three financial years.
The Government continued to focus on service delivery at all its three tiers during the past
financial year. The national infrastructure development expenditure covers a wide range of areas,
including energy supply, roads, sanitation, potable water supply and health facilities. Rural areas
have a dire need for such services. Many of the products certificated by Agrément South Africa can
be used effectively in remote, deep rural areas as many of these products have the technical,
environmental and socio-economic advantages over conventional products of being lighter, more
cost effective, easier to transport as well as being more environmentally-friendly.
The National Department of Public Works and Agrément South Africa held a strategic planning
session at which Government's programme of action was cascaded to the Agency's operations.
Agrément South Africa continues to offer strategic support to Government by reducing the risk of
untested innovative construction systems and products. Agrément South Africa is also
well-positioned to play a supporting role to Government in our programme of infrastructure
development and improved service delivery. Agrément-certificated products can be used to fast
track service delivery.
With the advantage of the growing awareness of innovative construction, it is vital that local
authorities recognise Agrément-certificated, non-standard building systems and products.
When approved building systems and products are used, sub-standard construction products and
subsequent poor quality structures can be minimised in the country.
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The global economic downturn has had a marked effect on our trading partners. With all
indications of an economic up-turn, the demand for construction products, as well as innovative
ones, will grow rapidly. Global trends indicate a shift towards innovative technologies once a
country's growth rate increases. An Agrément certificate is recognised internationally and this
facilitates several innovative South African products certificated by Agrément South Africa to be
exported to other countries on the strength of the Agrément certificate. This has a tremendous
economic benefit for our country.
The year under review saw the certification of 12 products which is in-line with both the global
trend by similar-sized World Federation of Technical Assessments Organisations and historical
trends.
The Department of Public Works notes the excellent oversight role by the 11-member Agrément
Board, led by Mr Pepi Silinga, as well as the prudent management of the agency led by the CEO,
Mr Joe Odhiambo. Agrément South Africa strives to be a world-class organisation and all indications
point to this being the case.
The financial year 2010/2011 will see the culmination of the formation of Agrément South Africa
as a separate legal entity. This will enhance the performance of Agrément South Africa as it will strive
to achieve even more with the allocated resources.
The National Department of Public Works is proud of the role Agrément South Africa is playing in
improving the livelihood of the people of South Africa. The new financial year 2010/2011 will see
Agrément South Africa working closer with other national departments as well as with other entities
to improve the coordination and service delivery to the people of South Africa. We believe that
working together results in an increased output and speeds up effective service delivery.
In conclusion, I wish to thank the entire Agrément South Africa family for raising the bar and
achieving more with less, as demonstrated by a fantastic 2009/2010 financial year.

Mr Geoff Doidge, MP
HONOURABLE MINISTER OF PUBLIC WORKS

Agrément South Africa
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hairperson’s Review

C

Mr Pepi Silinga
CHAIRPERSON

The year under review saw the Agrément South Africa Board
consolidating its previous strategic plans and moving the
Agency forward. The Board's sub-committees focused on
their key objectives and ensured Agrément South Africa
was well governed.
The technical committee, chaired by Mr Mike Marler, met four times and ratified a total of
12 certificates.
The human resources and remunerations sub-committee, chaired by Mr Twedi Seane, met twice
and ensured that all aspects relating to its mandate were adhered to. The meetings reviewed the
operational policies of Agrément South Africa and directed all aspects of human resources and
remunerations. During the year, six Board members attended a leadership training course held at the
Gordon Institute of Business Science. The sub-committee oversaw succession planning within
Agrément South Africa as well as the skills development strategy. Overall, the sub-committee was
very satisfied with the management of human resource and remuneration aspects of Agrément
South Africa.
The audit and risk sub-committee, chaired by Ms Nozi Shabalala, met four times and focused on
overseeing financial and operational activities of Agrément South Africa. A comprehensive risk
management assessment was done, with a risk mitigation plan being put in place.
The sub-committee also made constructive recommendations where mitigating action was needed.
The sub-committee concurred that the Agency's assets were well managed.
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The year under review saw the continued high level of expenditure by Government on
infrastructure. This is vital for the country as we strive to negate the impact of the global economic
downturn. This continued investment in infrastructure has had a positive impact on Agrément
South Africa as it encourages the use of innovative construction products and building systems,
most of which offer tremendous advantages over conventional ones.
Agrément will continue in its quest to work closely with other infrastructure development
agencies. It meets regularly with officials of the national and provincial Departments of Public Works
as well as the other three entities reporting to the Department of Public Works, namely:
?
The Construction Industry Development Board
?
The Council for the Built Environment
?
The Industrial Development Trust.

Agrément South Africa was empowered to deliver excellent results through the enthusiastic
support of the executive of the National Department of Public Works. The former Acting
Director–General, Mr Solly Malebye, as well as the current acting Director-General, Mr Sam Vukela,
supported the Honourable Minister of Public Works, Mr Geoff Doidge, in steering Agrément South
Africa to success.
The Minister has championed the close working relationship between the Agency as well as
aligning the Agency's mandate to Government's programme of action. He has interacted regularly
with the Agrément Board and continues to inspire, direct and guide the strategic direction of
Agrément South Africa. The Board is highly appreciative of this leadership role and believes it will
continue to achieve more with less and contribute towards a better life for all.
In conclusion, I wish to thank my fellow Board members for their support in guiding and
performing their oversight role. The Board also appreciates the proficient technical agency led by the
dedicated CEO, Mr Joe Odhiambo. We look forward to continued successful performance and
growth of Agrément South Africa in the future.

Mr Pepi Silinga
CHAIRPERSON

Agrément South Africa
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oard Members

Mr Pepi Silinga (Chairperson)

Mr Lethola Moshe

Mr Mike Marler

Mr Twedi Seane

Dr Mohammed Tayob

Ms Ntebo Ngcobo

Agrément South Africa

Ms Khomotso Choma

Ms Nozibusiso Shabalala

Mr Edwin Kruger

Mr Canon Noyana

Mr Solly Malebye

Agrément South Africa
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orporate Governance Report

INTRODUCTION

ROLE OF CHAIRPERSON AND CEO

Corporate Governance is concerned with the
organisational arrangements that have been put in
place to provide an appropriate set of checks and
balances within which management and the Board of
the organisation operates.

The role of the Chairperson of the Board, in conjunction
with fellow members, is to take responsibility for strategic
direction and policy formulation. The CEO is responsible for
implementing the strategy and policy as well as effective and
transparent management.

The objective is to ensure that those to whom the
principal stakeholders entrusted the direction and
success of the organisation, act in the best interests of
these stakeholders.

BOARD COMMITTEES

The Board of Agrément South Africa ensures that its
processes and practices are reviewed on an ongoing
basis to obtain adherence to good corporate
governance practice.
The members of the Board they have substantially
applied and complied with the principles incorporated
in the Code of Corporate Practice and Conduct as set out
in the King Report on Corporate Governance for South
Africa as well as the Protocol on Corporate Governance
in the Public Sector 2002.

STAKEHOLDERS
Established in terms of the Act (as amended) that
governs the Department of Public Works, the Agrément
Board recognises and acknowledges the interest of
government and other stakeholders, including
employees, creditors, certificate holders, suppliers,
manufacturers and other interest groups.
The Board regularly communicates with all
stakeholders on material matters of significant interest
and concern to stakeholders. The information furnished
to stakeholders conforms to the criteria of promptness,
openness, substance over form, relevance, clarity,
effectiveness, transparency and objectivity.

Three committees have been established to assist the Board in
discharging its responsibilities.

AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE
The audit committee is currently chaired by Ms Nozibusiso
Shabalala and comprises three non-executive members of the
Board. The committee is looking at inviting two independent
members from the private sector. The finance manager
attends audit committee meetings.
The committee is convened in accordance with the charter,
confirmed by the Board, which includes accounting, auditing,
financial reporting, corporate governance and internal audit
issues.
During the year under review, the audit committee met
three times and dealt with specific matters that the Board is
attending to.

HUMAN RESOURCES AND REMUNERATION
COMMITTEE
The committee is chaired by Mr Montwedi Seane and
comprises four members. The CEO and the human resources
manager regularly attend these meetings.
The Committee met twice during the year under review
and dealt with specific matters relating to human resources
and remuneration.

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

The board comprises 11 non-executive members and
the Agency's CEO. The members, who qualify for
remuneration, receive fees for their services to the Board
and Board Committees.

The committee is chaired by Mr Mike Marler. In total five
technical committee meetings were convened during the year
under review. Five Board members are required to attend this
meeting, of which three form the required quorum.
The chairperson or his/her alternate is present at each meeting
while the remaining Board members are invited based on their
technical skill and availability.

The Board meets at least once a quarter and retains
full control over the entity as the accounting authority in
terms of the Public Finance Management Act of 1999
(as amended).

In addition to the Board members, technical experts
- depending on the nature of the draft certificates submitted
for approval or the technical issues being considered - are
invited to participate.

GOVERNING BODIES
THE BOARD
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RECORD OF ATTENDANCE OF MEETINGS

the commitment of the senior

BOARD

AUDIT

HR AND

MEETING

AND RISK

REMUNERATION

TECHNICAL

Mr Pepi Silinga

3

Non-member

2

2

Ms Khomotso Choma

2

0

Non-member

1

Mr Edwin Kruger

4

Non-member

Non-member

3

Mr Mike Marler

3

Non-member

Non-member

3

Mr Solly Malebye

1

1

Non-member

0

Mr Lethola Moshe

3

Non-member

2

0

Ms Ntebo Ngcobo

3

1

Non-member

4

Mr Canon Noyana

1

Non-member

1

2

Mr Twedi Seane

3

Non-member

1

1

Ms Nozi Shablala

4

3

Non-member

1

Dr Mohammed Tayob

3

3

2

2

MEMBER

PUBLIC FINANCE MANAGEMENT ACT
(PFMA)
As a national public entity, Agrément South Africa
operates within the ambit of the PFMA of 1999

management.
There is clear accountability for risk
through the risk plans that assign an
accountable person.
The system of internal control that is
embedded in all key operations provides
reasonable rather than absolute
assurance that the Board's business
objectives will be achieved within the risk
tolerance levels defined by the Board.

INTERNAL AUDIT
The audit committee of the Board is
currently working on the relationship

with the internal audit to ensure both parties understand
their duties for compliance.
The risk-based audit plan is also in its planning stages

(as amended). The Board embraces the principles of such

and will be based on the risks emerging from the risk

legislation and intends to be an entity that is commended

management process. It will be updated annually based on

for compliance with this Act.

the risk assessment and results of the audit work

MATERIALITY AND SIGNIFICANCE
FRAMEWORK

performed, ensuring that the audit coverage focuses on

No significant losses through criminal conduct and

identified areas of high risk. It is important that the internal
audit function is coordinated with other internal and

irregular, fruitless and wasteful expenditure were

external providers of assurance to ensure proper coverage

identified as having been incurred during the year.

and avoid duplication of efforts.

The Board is in the process of further testing any other
irregular, fruitless and wasteful expenditure.

RISK MANAGEMENT
The CEO, as mandated by the Board, has established
systems of internal control to manage significant risks.
The system supports the Board in discharging its
responsibility for ensuring that its operations are
effectively managed in support of the legal mandate of the
Board.
To this end, the Board has established a risk
management policy and is in the process of establishing a
fraud prevention policy.
The risk management strategy is used to direct the
internal audit effort and priority. This flexible approach has

Agrément South Africa

CODE OF CONDUCT
The Board's mission is to ensure the viability and
integrity of Agrément SA by fostering professionalism,
efficiency and corporate governance. To ensure that this is
achieved, the Board encourages staff to apply best practice
in all operations and relations with one another and with
stakeholders. A draft code of conduct has been drawn and
is due to be tabled before the Board for approval.

SUSTAINABILITY
The Board's strategy is to achieve social investment and
empowerment through the certification process by
monitoring commitments of certificate holders.
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Mr Joe Odhiambo
CEO, Agrément South Africa

Agrément South Africa takes pleasure in submitting to the
Honourable Minister of Public Works, Mr Geoff Doidge, the
annual report, including the audited and Board-approved
financial statement for the 2009/2010 financial year.
Agrément South Africa wishes to thank the Minister
for his strong leadership, guidance and support.

INTRODUCTION
The year under review marked an important fourth decade of existence of Agrément South
Africa. Formed in 1969, Agrément South Africa has grown from strength to strength and continued
to remain relevant in enhancing and facilitating the introduction of safe, non-standard, advanced
and improved construction methods. Agrément South Africa continues to grow and achieve even
greater heights as it raises its level of performance by achieving more with fewer resources.
The Agency continues to discharge its mandate of assessing the fitness-for-purpose of innovative
construction products effectively and efficiently. The key highlights for the year under review
included:
?
Achieving SANS ISO9001 certification status on 23 March 2010.
?
Enhancing human capital development and improving the quality of technical outputs.
?
Enhancing

the technical skills of Agrément South Africa to ensure competence in handling

newly-acquired laboratory equipment.
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?
Recruitment

of in-house, highly-skilled technical experts to provide expert opinions in

interpreting laboratory analysis and tests.
?
Formalising

the schedule of the Board's technical meetings thereby improving communication

with applicants for technical assessment as well as predictability of the period for completion of
technical assessment.
?
Closer collaboration with certificate holders by improving communication with them as well as

implementing an open-door policy with members of the public.
?
Successful

hosting of the 40th anniversary celebrations of Agrément South Africa on

7 September 2009 at the CSIR International Convention Centre. The event was opened officially
by the Deputy Minister of Public Works and an MP, Honourable Ms Hendrietta Bogopane-Zulu.
In undertaking assessments of innovative construction systems and products, Agrément South
Africa evaluates the products against set criteria that are widely published and globally accepted.
A strict project management methodology is adhered to during evaluation, with all products being
evaluated by a team of technical experts, members of whom are recognised by their peers in their
respective areas of expertise. The evaluation process is subject to internal as well as external industry
peer-review mechanisms. Should a product be successful, the Board's technical committee has the
prerogative to approve and grant the certificate declaring the product fit for purpose.
The year under review saw Agrément South Africa aligning itself with some of Government's key
priority areas, which include:
?
The creation of decent work and sustainable livelihoods
?
Education
?
Health
?
Crime prevention
?
Rural development.

Agrément South Africa took cognisance of these priority areas and aligned its resources to best
address these in accordance with the Agency's mandate. Agrément South Africa reports to the
Department of Public Works and hence its strategic plans are aligned with those of the Department,
which are also aligned with Government's priority areas.
Agrément South Africa also works closely with the national and provincial Departments of Public
Works as well as public entities reporting to the Department of Public Works. In this regard,
Agrément South Africa adheres strictly to its mandate from the Minister of Public Works, which is to
undertake technical assessments of innovative technologies. This encourages the introduction of
safe, non-standard, innovative construction systems and products in a manner that adheres to
appropriate, internationally-accepted safety standards. Agrément South Africa certification
minimises the risks normally associated with the use of new innovative products.

Agrément South Africa
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SUPPORT OF THE NATIONAL BUILDING
REGULATIONS
In the year under review, Agrément South Africa

40TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
The main event for the year under review was the
successful hosting of the 40th anniversary celebration

contributed to the proposed amendment to the

held at the CSIR International Convention Centre on

National Building Regulations. This includes an addition

7 September 2009. The function was well attended with

to Part X of the regulations dealing with sustainability

over 300 delegates participating. The celebration was

issues. The proposed amendment requires Agrément

officially opened by the Honourable Deputy Minister of

South Africa to evaluate and certificate computer

Public Works, Ms Hendrietta Bogopane-Zulu. In the

software for the assessment of energy-efficient

opening presentation, the Deputy Minister highlighted

buildings. This activity will lead to a new range of
certificates at a time when much attention is given to
energy usage.

SERVICE DELIVERY AND POVERTY
ALLEVIATION
The South African National Standards (SANS) 10400

the need to provide decent low-cost housing to rural
people by, amongst other initiatives, using innovative
technology and products. She urged role players to
combine efforts to stamp out corruption and poor
building quality in the housing construction industry.
Ms Bogopane-Zulu added that Agrément South Africa
was still as relevant today as it was 40 years ago when it

recognises the Minimum Agrément Norms and

was established. She indicated that innovative

Technical Acceptance Advisory Guide, generally referred

technologies had a key role to play in the industry.

to as MANTAG. This concept addresses the construction
of basic structures and centres mainly on issues of
health and safety of occupants. These structures have
tremendous potential of alleviating the current service
delivery backlogs as they are suitable for use in remote
locations. Several of these MANTAG systems have
tremendous advantages regarding ease and speed of
construction, as well as being more cost-effective than
conventional construction products. These MANTAG
systems have the potential of contributing towards
poverty alleviation to beneficiary communities.

CERTIFICATION
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Agrément South

During the year under review, Agrément South
Africa received and accepted 19 formal applications for
technical assessments. In total, 12 certificates were
granted, bringing the total number of valid certificates
to 174. Of these, 79 are building products, 82 are for
building systems and 13 are for roads products.
Since its establishment, Agrément South Africa has
received 852 formal applications for technical
assessments and 494 certificates have been approved
and awarded by the Board of Agrément South Africa.
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DEVELOPMENT OF ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
The year under review also saw the continued
development of performance-based criteria for
assessment of energy-evaluation software as well as for
cold-mix asphalt. Both these will soon be available for
public comment in the process of final approval for use in
technical assessment.
The cold-mix asphalt is intended for use in road
pavements and has the tremendous advantage of being
highly cost-effective and very easy to apply.
This technology has great potential for use in remote
locations, both for new road construction and for
maintenance of existing roads.

under review, a bursar sponsored by Agrément South
Africa, Realeboga Mahapa, completed his graduate studies
and joined Agrément South Africa's technical team. It is
expected that Lerato Mawela, an Agrément South Africa
bursar, will join the Agency upon completing his studies.
Other staff members who continued with various studies
from Bachelors to Doctoral levels at local tertiary
institutions including Lennox Makwedini , Mary Mabuse,
Makeleni (since passed away) and Benson Wekesa.
The technical committee of the Board of Agrément
South Africa has improved hugely in terms of both the
number and skills of experts who serve on the committee.
Transformation within the Agency has been addressed
considerably.

The main advantage of cold-mix asphalt is that it does
not require heavy plant or machinery as most of the
cold-mix products can be packaged in small batches,
therefore making it labour friendly. The other advantage is
that it can be used cold, hence there is no need for heating,
which contributes towards environmental sustainability.

Agrément has improved its communication and
relationship initiatives with local tertiary institutions in
order to obtain participation in the technical committee
meeting and expert judgement as part of the technical
assessment process.

QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

SUPPORT TO OTHER ROLE PLAYERS

Quality is the cornerstone of the creditability of the
Agrément South Africa certification system. In this regard
Agrément South Africa places extreme importance on its
Quality Management System. During the year under
review, Agrément South Africa achieved SANS ISO9001
certification. The purpose of the development,
implementation and improvement of business excellence
systems within Agrément South Africa was to adhere to
the fundamental principle of appropriate execution of
Agrément South Africa's mandate and the Agency's
commitment to good corporate citizenship.

Agrément South Africa continued supporting other role
players in the construction industry, and engages regularly
with other government and non-governmental
organisations involved in infrastructure delivery. Agrément
South Africa has identified building control officials and
roads approval bodies at local authority and provincial
levels for targeted awareness sessions. Building control
officials and roads approval bodies in all major cities in
South Africa have been given presentations to develop
synergies in the area of technical assessment of innovative
construction. The key benefit of this proactive initiative is
the promotion and enhancement of knowledge relating to
innovative construction.

Quality management inspections are done on all
Agrément-certificated products at least once a year.
Agrément South Africa regards quality management as
one of the main objectives required to ensure good quality
materials and satisfactory standards of design and
manufacture are maintained, as well as appropriate and
consistent maintenance within defined parameters.
No certificate is approved by the Board until a satisfactory
quality management system has been put in place by the
applicant.

HR DEVELOPMENT AND
TRANSFORMATION
Agrément South Africa continued its strong emphasis
on the development of human resources to enhance the
skills level and efficiency of technical staff. During the year
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MAINTENANCE OF INTERNATIONAL LINKS
During the year under review Agrément South Africa
continued to maintain strong international links with peer
organisations. It also supported the South African
construction industry with its export activities by
facilitating the approval of innovative South African
construction products in countries abroad. The CEO
attended the annual meeting for the World Federation of
Technical Assessments Organisations (WFTAO) in Banff,
Canada, in September 2009. The meeting serves as a useful
channel for the exchange of ideas and sharing of
experiences among peer institutions worldwide.

Agrément South Africa

DIRECTORY OF ACTIVE CERTIFICATES
Below is a list of all Agrément South Africa and
MANTAG certificates currently active.

PLUMBING
?
Cordrain - 92/220 Salutron Pan Gully Combination
Trap: Amendment - 2002/290

BUILDING PRODUCT
BATHS
?
Vesta ABS Co-extruded Baths - 2003/301

BATHROOM AND TOILET UNITS
?
Cemforce Easy Loo Urine Diversion Toilet System
- 2003/300

BRIDGE DECK JOINTS

?
Quick Sill - 2005/317

ROOFING PRODUCTS
?
Arma Tile Roofing System - 2006/321
?
The CMA Mono-Pitch Roofing System - 2005/315
?
The CMA Roofing System - 2003/302
?
Duroplas UT 180 Undertile Membrane - 2001/288

?
BSP 40 Bridge Deck Expansion Joint - 2004/308

?
Easyflash - 2008/344

?
BSP 80 Bridge Deck Expansion Joint - 2004/309
?
Honel E80 Bridge Deck Expansion Joint - 2004/311

?
Gundle Gunplas UT 180 Undertile Membrane
- 2000/274

?
Honel GAM 80 - 480 Series Bridge Deck Expansion
Joint - 2004/312

?
Gundle Gunplas UT 250 Undertile Membrane
- 2003/296

?
Maurer D80C (FP) Bridge Deck Expansion Joint
- 2004/306

?
Harveytile Roofing System - 91/217 (Reappraisal
1998)

?
Maurer Multi-element Bridge Deck Expansion Joint
- 2004/307

?
Klip-Lok Roof Sheeting/Side-cladding - 96/248

?
Thormajoint Bridge Deck Expansion Joint System
- 2004/305

?
Marulelo Roofing Undertile Membrane - 2008/341

?
Thormajoint Bridge Deck Expansion Joint System
(DS) - 2002/293

CEILINGS
?
Supalite Ceiling Board - 2001/286

CONCRETE: ADDITIVES
?
Moladichem - 94/231

?
Monier Roofing Undertile Membrane - 2004/304
?
“Nam-Tex” White Roofing Undertile Membrane
- 2006/326 (Amended August 2007)
?
Roofproof 400 Non-woven Undertile Membrane
- 2008/340
?
Spunsalation Roofing Radiant Barrier - 2007/333
?
Compactroll Ridge and Hip Capping - 2008/343
?
Spunsalation 5 Roofing Radiant Barrier - 2009/353

?
Oxyfibre - 2000/282

?
“ Nam-Tex” Blue Roofing Undertile Membrane
- 2009/361

?
Cazeden S-Crete Fibres - 2009/365

?
Resintile Roof Tiles - 2009/362

DAMP-PROOFING

?
Spunsulation 5 Roofing Radiant Barrier - 2009/367

?
Gundle Gunplas DPC 250 - 2001/284

?
Spunsulation 3 Roofing Radiant Barrier - 2009/366

?
Gundle USB 170 GB Damp-proof Membrane
- 2001/285

?
Gundle UT Woven Tile Underlay - 2007/332
(Amended November 2009)

?
Gundle USB 170 GB Under-surface Bed Membrane
- 2000/283

?
Spunsulation 5 Light Roofing Radiant Barrier
- 2009/369

INSULATION
?
Isoboard® Cavity Wall Insulation - 2000/276
?
Isoboard® Inverted Roof Insulation - 2000/277
?
Isoboard® Over Purlin Roof Insulation - 2001/287

NON-TRADITIONAL SOIL STABILISERS
?
ROADCEM - 2009/360

Agrément South Africa

SANITATION PRODUCTS
?
Calcamite 1 250 litre On-site Sanitary Disposal
System - 94/226
?
Calcamite 1 500 litre Liquid Capacity On-site
Sanitation System - 94/228
?
Vaal Aquasave Low-Level Washdown Suite - 94/232
(Amended 1998)
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THIN BITUMINOUS ROAD SURFACING SYSTEMS
?
NOVACHIP - 2007/334
?
FrictionPave: Thin Bituminous Surfacing System
- 2009/364

WALL COATINGS
?
Africote Cement Naturals RPR Coating System
- 2003/297
?
Africote Liquid Naturals RPR Coating System
- 2003/298
?
Cemcrete Cemwash - 2000/278

?
Micro-concrete Cladding Building System
- 2007/335
?
National and Overseas Factory Built Buildings
- 89/191 (Reassessment 2000)
?
Portable Container Building System - 2007/337
?
Protea Umbono Building System: Amendment
- 2006/324
?
Robust Building System - 99/272
(Amended August 2007)
?
Space Frame 2000 Building System - 89/194

?
Cemcrete Stipplecrete - 2000/279

?
Styrox Building System - 98/267

?
Duoflex Acrylic Modified Cementitious Wall Coating
- 2003/295

?
InnoBlok® (Insulating Hollow Concrete Blocks)
- 2008/345

?
Glutone Wall Coating - 2005/314

?
Imison 3 Building System - 2008/342

?
Khusela Emanzini Coating System - 2006/322

?
Cemforce GRC Building System - 2008/346

?
Plaster Technology Kolorcote-T 24 Hour RPR Paint C
- 2005/318

?
CMA Building Foundation Beams - 2008/350

?
Techfin System - 2005/313
?
Top Paint Water Repellent Latex Paint - 2007/339
?
Unicemtex cementitious Wall Coating - 2003/294

?
IZOBLOK Building System - 2008/348
?
TILT-UP Pre-fabricated Building System - 2008/349
?
Scips™ Building System - 2006/325

?
Fibrecote Fibre-reinforced Plaster - 2007/338

?
Ikhaya Future House Double Storey Building System
- 2008/347

?
Prominent Paints Waterproofing Wall Coating
- 2009/352

?
Ikhaya Future House Building System - 2007/331

WALLING AND BUILDING SYSTEMS
?
Affordable Comfort Homes - 2005/319
?
Africon Brick Building System - 2002/292
?
ARUBA™ 2000 Series Building System - 2002/291
?
Automapolyblock Building System - 2007/336
?
Besa 2 Building System (schools, day clinics and
offices) - 2/2003
?
Besa Building System - OC-1/2001
?
Crane Building System - 2006/328
?
CLC Batim Building System - 2000/280
?
Eapro A Building Method - 97/255

?
Banbric Building System - 2009/354
?
APC Modular Building System - 2009/355
?
Bright-Kid Container Conversions - 2009/M56
?
Innovida Building System - 2009/M55
?
Frame-Tech Building System - 2009/356
?
Insulated Concrete Panel Building System
- 2009/363
?
Alternative Steel Frame Building System - 2009/368
?
CSIR Modular House Building System - 2009/351

WATERPROOFING

?
Eapro M Building Method - 1997/M47

?
Derbigum SP Waterproofing - 92/219
(Reappraisal 1997)

?
FSM Building System - 90/205 (Reappraisal 1994)

?
Index Fidia `P` Roof Waterproofing - 97/261

?
Goldflex 100 Building System - 90/201
(Reappraisal 2000)

?
Index Testudo 20 Waterproofing - 98/262

?
Goldflex 800 Building System - 89/195
(Reappraisal 2000)
?
Goldflex 800 Seismic Building System - 2005/316
?
House-it Building System - 97/258
?
Hydraform Building System - 96/237
?
Imison Building Process - 2001/289

Mr Joe Odhiambo

?
Imison Stud Column Walling System - 2004/310

CEO, AGRÉMENT SOUTH AFRICA
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A

uditor-General’s Report

CSIR INTERNAL AUDIT SERVICES

PO Box 395
Pretoria
0001
South Africa
Tel: +27 12 841 3524
Fax: +27 12 841 2113
E-mail: pngwato@csir.co.za
www.csir.co.za

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
We have been requested to provide a certificate to confirm the attached Statement of Income and Expenditure for
Agrément South Africa for the period 1 April 2009 to 31 March 2010.
We confirm that the statement agrees with the balances for the project in the financial records of the CSIR. In addition we
have performed the following audit procedures:
?
Agreed income received to supporting documentation; and
?
Selected a random sample of running expenses and agreed to supporting documentation.
The results of the above procedures are satisfactory and no exceptions were noted.
Internal Audit Services performs an annual review of key controls to cover aspects such as proper authorisation, validity of
transactions, proper recording and others.
The results of the above audit for the CSIR covering the above mentioned period did not yield issues of concern.
As at March 2010, management has calculated interest to the amount of R147 596,60. The basis used to calculate the
interest is as per approved CSIR Interest Capitalisation method. Internal Audit Services has tested the accuracy of the
interest calculations.
The Statement of Income and Expenditure reviewed is attached and signed for identification by ourselves.

Regards

Poni Ngwato
MANAGER: RISK ASSURANCE AND IT
CSIR INTERNAL AUDIT SERVICES
4 August 2010
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CSIR - BUILT ENVIRONMENT UNIT
STATEMENT

OF INCOME AND

AGRÉMENT BOARD

OF

EXPENDITURE

FOR

SOUTH AFRICA

PERIOD: 01 APRIL 2009

TO

31 MARCH 2010
NOTE

2009/2010

INCOME

8 737 412

Grant Received & Certification Fee

7 294 074

Income from External Clients

1 431 468

Sundry Income

12 070

Foreign Exchange Gain (loss)

-200

EXPENDITURE

8 590 975

Operational Costs

7 296 452

Salaries

4 757 491

Running Expenses

2 538 961

Indirect Costs

1 294 523

Loss on Disposal Fixed Assets

0

Overheads Cost: Depreciation

333 322

Shared Services Costs

480 601

Executive Levies

480 601

SURPLUS (LOSS) BEFORE INTEREST

146 437

Interest Income

SURPLUS (LOSS)

1

147 597

294 034

Note:
1. Interest has been calculated by management but not yet accounted for in the project’s books/records.

Agrément South Africa
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ertificates Granted

C

JOJO SEPTIC TANKS
AGRÉMENT

CERTIFICATE

NO. 2009/362

The JoJo Septic Tank is a prefabricated and rotary-moulded polyethylene digester tank. It is available in liquid capacities
of 1 250, 1 500, 1 750, 2 000 and 2 500 litres. It is fitted with a 110 mm inlet and a 50 mm outlet pipe and a 390 mm
diameter lid, which is filled with concrete after installation of the septic tank.
The digester facilitates the separation of solids and bio-degradable (both in the form of floating scum and settled
sludge), from the liquid fraction of the waste. This is to a level so that the effluent from the digester can be discharged into
a sub-soil percolation system (soak-away or French drain) in accordance with SANS 10400: Part P (Drainage) and specific
rule PP28 (in-situ percolation test for soils) or transported by a sewer to a treatment facility.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC

BENEFITS:

?
Useful for rural communities who are not connected
to any municipality sewerage networks
?
Durability
?
Easy to empty and clean
?
Easy to handle and install
?
Can be installed by unskilled workers
?
Job-creation potential
?
Chemical resistant
?
UV- stabilised material.

ROADCEM NON-TRADITIONAL SOIL STABILISER
AGRÉMENT

CERTIFICATE

NO. 2009/360

ROADCEM is a brand name for a product consisting of earth-alkaloids and zeolites, which is used in conjunction with
cement for road-based stabilisation. It reacts with cement and bond in-situ soil to form a water-resistant, elastic and high
strength composite material. ROADCEM is manufactured in the Netherlands in compliance with the specification of
ISO 9001 and ISO 14002 standards and imported to South Africa by PowerCem Southern Africa. It is delivered in powder
form packed in 25 kg bags.
ROADCEM is a patented blend that supports the normal ion-exchange chemical process until equilibrium is reached
and neutralisation has occurred by the positive ions. This complex chemical reaction and interaction between the cement
and the constituents of ROADCEM rapidly produce a needle-like crystalline cementitious matrix. The matrix has good
interlocking capabilities and generates significant improvements in strength, and also allows for more flexibility than
traditional cement-based or cement-treated materials.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC

BENEFITS:

?
Highly durable product
?
Results in a high quality
sub-base
?
Efficient utilisation of resources
(materials)
?
Can be installed by unskilled
workers
?
Job-creation potential.
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“NAM-TEX” BLUE ROOFING UNDERTILE MEMBRANE
AGRÉMENT

CERTIFICATE

NO. 2009/361

The “Nam-Tex” Blue Roofing Undertile Membrane is
manufactured from two outer layers of non-woven,
UV-stabilised, spunbonded polypropylene. The two outer
layers of spunbond material are laminated together using a
blend of polypropylene, low-density polyethylene and
UV stabiliser. The membrane has a weight of 137 g/m2 and a
thickness of 0,40 mm. It is supplied in rolls 30 m long and
1,5 m wide.
The membrane is installed under tiling and roof battens
in a conventional manner.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC

BENEFITS:

?
Excellent wind-uplift resistance
?
Highly durable product
?
Cost-effective product
?
Provides wind, water and dust protection
?
High tensile and nail-tear strength
?
Eliminates wind gusting noise
?
Can be installed by unskilled workers
?
Job-creation potential.

RESINTILE ROOF TILE
AGRÉMENT

CERTIFICATE

NO. 2009/362

The Resintile Roof Tile is a resin-bonded roof tile produced by compression moulding, and it is compliant with
SANS 10542.
Tiles are manufactured from a homogeneous blend made up of graded sand and recycled waste plastic.
Resintile is regarded as lightweight roof material and comes
with accessories such as ridge caps (round ridge). The roof tile is
405 mm long, 318 mm wide, 50 mm high and 8 mm thick.
The ridge cap is 325 mm long, 230 mm wide, 115 mm high and
8 mm thick.
Resentile comes in various colours created with colour-fast
pigments in the blending process. Bayer Chemicals, an ISO-listed
international company, supplies Plastiworld Trading (Pty) Ltd
with these pigments.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC

BENEFITS:

?
Can be installed by unskilled construction
workers
?
From a health and safety aspect, contributes
towards the waterproofing of the building
?
A world-class quality roof tile
?
Prestigious in appearance
?
Maximises the use of post-consumer plastic
waste
?
Contributes in a positive way in “cleaning
up” the environment
?
Creates employment
?
Contributes towards community-driven
projects.

Agrément South Africa
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ertificates Granted (continued)

C

INSULATED CONCRETE PANEL BUILDING SYSTEM
LICENSED

FROM

FORMWORKS (UK) LTD

STYROFRAME BUILDING SYSTEM
AGRÉMENT

CERTIFICATE

NO. 2009/363

The StyroFrame Building System covers single and double-storey buildings with the structure being the responsibility
of a professional engineer. Foundations are conventional concrete raft foundations with thickened edge beams and
thickening under internal walls. Foundations are designed by a professional engineer.
External walls are constructed from factory-produced, galvanised light-gauge steel lipped channel vertical studs
spaced at 300 mm maximum centres and clad both sides with expanded polystyrene (EPS). The voids formed by the studs
and EPS are filled with in-situ concrete. The external finish is 8 - 12 mm thick polypropylene mesh-reinforced resin-bonded
Portland cement plaster and internally with 15 mm thick fire-rated gypsum plasterboard with Rhinolite (or similar) gypsum
skim coat plaster. Internal walls are of similar construction with both sides clad with 18 mm thick oriented strand board
(OSB) and Rhinolite skim coat plaster instead of EPS. Alternatively, internal walls can be gypsum plasterboard dry wall
partitioning, complying with the requirements of (Agrément Certificate No. 2006/327) Rhinowall Walling System.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC

BENEFITS:

?
Factory production of panels creates several jobs in the factory and reduces waste of materials
Increased speed of erection due to standardised parts
?
Easy to transport because of lightweight material
?
Reduction of the use and mixing of concrete on site
?
Dramatically reduces the requirement for space heating and cooling (super-insulated)
?
Construction method ensures air tightness, providing enhanced comfort levels and energy efficiency
?
High mass ensures good acoustic performance.
?
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FRICTIONPAVE THIN BITUMINOUS ROAD SURFACING SYSTEM
AGRÉMENT

CERTIFICATE

NO. 2009/364

FrictionPave is a thin bituminous road-surfacing
system with a nominal compacted thickness of between
16 and 25 mm. The system consists of 9,5 or 13 mm
nominal maximum aggregate size (72-80% passing),
open graded, Ultra Thin Friction Course (UTFC), which is
placed on tack coat by using a self-priming paver.
The tack coat provides a seal to the existing surface
and ensures a high tensile bonding between the
FrictionPave mix and the existing surface. FrictionPave has
been designed as a thin surfacing or re-sealing layer to
provide the functional friction course and to preserve the
underlying road base structure.
FrictionPave was developed in South Africa by
FrictionPave, a joint venture partnership between three
road construction contractors, namely Rand Roads
(division of G-LTA), Power Construction and Zebra
Surfacing, and ARCUS GIBB civil engineering consultancy.
The mix design, manufacturing and placing of the
product are strictly controlled under the supervision of a
competent person and approved by the manufacturer's
design engineer. The mix proportions may vary slightly
from area to area, depending on the traffic, actual
grading received from the stone supplier and the
substrate (road base) conditions and must meet
specifications with respect to grading, strength, shape,
polished stone value and aggregate/ bitumen
compatibility.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC

BENEFITS:

?
FrictionPave is a superior wearing course solution
Durable and high quality road surface
?
Enhanced skid resistance
?
Water spray reduction
?
Provides noise reduction
?
Provides waterproofing
?
Long-term functional and seal life
?
Internationally-proven technology with a 25 year track record
?
A total of 2 million m² has been constructed on roads and airports throughout
?
South Africa.

Agrément South Africa
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C

ertificates Granted (continued)

GUNDLE UT WOVEN TILE UNDERLAY (AMENDMENT)
AGRÉMENT

CERTIFICATE

NO. 2009/332

The Gundle UT Woven Tile Underlay is manufactured from a laminate of
spunbonded material and virgin polyethylene and is available in black or white
colours. The spunbond layers are UV-stabilised. The membrane has a nominal
mass of 142 g/m2 and the thickness vary between 0,305 mm to 0,335 mm. It is
supplied in rolls of 30 m, 40 m long and 1, 25 m wide. The membrane is installed
under tiling and roof battens in a conventional manner.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC

BENEFITS:

?
Highly durable product
?
Cost-effective product
?
Used for the prevention of draughts and dust penetration into the
roof spaces through tiles, and prevents damage to ceilings, rotting
of timbers and corrosion of plumbing
?
High tensile and nail-tear strength
?
Eliminates wind gusting noise
?
Can be installed by unskilled workers
?
Job-creation potential
?
The material equalises the pressure and complements the function
of the roof tiles
?
Flexible and easily handled
?
The membrane is designed to prevent moisture from warm, damp
air reaching and condensing on ceiling boards.

CAZEDEN S-CRETE FIBRES
AGRÉMENT

CERTIFICATE

NO. 2009/365

Cazeden S-Crete Fibres are 3,6 decitex, extruded, uncrimped, polyester staple fibres, 12 mm long. The introduction of
Cazeden S-Crete Fibres to a cement-bound matrix modifies the plastic and hardening properties of concrete. When used in
accordance with the guidelines, the fibres reduce the probability of plastic shrinkage-cracking occurring.
The fibres are added to a concrete mix at a rate of 1 kg/m3. Mixes are designed to ensure that workability suits the
method of concrete placement on site.
Cazeden S-Crete Fibres are not resistant to structural tensile stresses and must not be used as a substitute for
conventional steel reinforcement.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC

BENEFITS:

?
Good quality product
?
Toughness and impact resistance
?
Chemical resistance
?
Low gas permeation
?
Good processability
?
Good dimensional stability (low creep under load)
?
Relative light weight
?
Recyclable.
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SPUNSULATION 3 ROOFING RADIANT BARRIER
AGRÉMENT

CERTIFICATE

NO. 2009/366

The top layer of Spunsulation 3 Roofing Radiant Barrier is manufactured from green-pigmented, ultraviolet
light-resistant and non-toxic flame-retarded non-woven spunbond polypropylene. The layers are laminated by means of
homogenous polyolefin-based film web to the aluminium foil bottom layer. The membrane has a nominal mass of
140 g/m2 with a thickness of between 0, 31 mm and 0, 35 mm. It is supplied in rolls 30 m long and 1, 5 m wide.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC

BENEFITS:

?
Excellent wind uplift resistance
?
Used for the prevention of draughts and dust
?
High tensile and nail-tear strength
?
Eliminates wind gusting noise
?
Can be installed by unskilled workers
?
Job-creation potential
?
The material equalises the pressure and complements the
function of the roof tiles
?
Flexible and easily handled.
?
The membrane is designed to prevent moisture from
warm, damp air reaching and condensing on ceiling
boards and other vulnerable points in the building fabric.

SPUNSULATION 5 ROOFING RADIANT BARRIER
AGRÉMENT

CERTIFICATE

NO. 2009/367

The Spunsulation 5 Roofing Radiant Barrier is manufactured from pigmented ultraviolet light-resistant, non-toxic
flame retarded, non-woven spunbond polypropylene membrane laminated by means of homogenous-based polyolefin
film web to both sides of a layer or aluminium foil. The membrane has a nominal mass of 250 g/m2 with a thickness of
between 0,42 mm and 0,46 mm. It is supplied in rolls 30 m long and 1,5 m wide.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC

BENEFITS:

?
Excellent wind-uplift resistance
?
Used for the prevention of draughts and dust
?
High tensile and nail-tear strength
?
Eliminates wind gusting noise
?
Can be installed by unskilled workers
?
Job-creation potential
?
The material equalises the pressure and
complements the function of the roof tiles
?
Flexible and easily handled
?
The membrane is designed to prevent moisture
from warm, damp air reaching and condensing
on ceiling boards and other vulnerable points
in the building fabric.

Agrément South Africa
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C

ertificates Granted (continued)

ALTERNATIVE STEEL FRAME BUILDING SYSTEM
AGRÉMENT

CERTIFICATE

NO. 2009/368

SOCIO-ECONOMIC

BENEFITS:

The Alternative Steel Frame Building System consists
of galvanised light gauge steel structural components to
both wall panels and roof trusses. The design concept is
based on steel-frame technology conforming to the draft
code of practice SANS517 (Light steel-framed buildings).

?
Factory production of wall panel reduces the need
for large numbers of workers on site

Foundations are conventional concrete strip footings
or concrete rafts with thickened edge beams.
In problematic ground conditions, foundations are a
responsibility of a professional engineer or competent
person.

?
Cheaper to erect than conventional buildings

External and internal wall panels are precast. Frames
are generally 2,4 m high and 600 mm or 1 200 mm wide
and manufactured from 0,6 mm thick galvanised
light-gauge steel channels of 90 mm x 30 mm x 10 mm.
The 1 200 mm wide panels are divided into two with
central back-to- back lipped channels.

?
Sound insulation leads to a comfortable and
peaceful living environment
?
Increases the speed of erection
?
A 200 m² home can be erected in approximately
four days using a team of three people.
?
Excellent thermal performance of a Steel frame
home is safer when it comes to lightning strikes.
This is due to the fact that there is so much steel
in the structure that the energy of the lightning is
diffused throughout the steel in the home and
the energy has multiple pathways to the ground
?
In the light-gauge structures the steel is galvanised
therefore will not rust.

SPUNSULATION 5 LIGHT ROOFING RADIANT BARRIER
AGRÉMENT

CERTIFICATE

NO. 2009/369

The top layer of the Spunsulation 5 Light Roofing Radiant Barrier
is manufactured from pigmented, UV light-resistant and non-toxic
flame-retarded non-woven spunbond polypropylene. The layers are
laminated by means of homogenous polyolefin-based film web to
the aluminium foil bottom layer. The membrane has a nominal mass
of 174 g/m2 with a thickness of between 0,29 mm and 0,31 mm. It is
supplied in rolls 30 m long and 1,5 m wide.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC

BENEFITS:

?
Excellent wind-uplift resistance
?
Used for the prevention of draughts
and dust
?
High tensile and nail-tear strength
?
Eliminates wind gusting noise
?
Can be installed by unskilled workers
?
Job-creation potential
?
The material equalises the pressure and
complements the function of the roof
tiles
?
Flexible and easily handled
?
The membrane is designed to prevent
moisture from warm, damp air reaching
and condensing on ceiling boards and
other vulnerable points in the building
fabric.
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echnical Agency Team

T

Meet members of the Agrément Team - Back (left to right): Ms Ramona Singh, Mr Lebo Mahapa,
the late Mr Chuma Makeleni, Mr Lerato Mawela, Ms Modjadji Sathekge and Mr Christo Mynhart.
Front (left to right): Mr Lennox Makwedini, Mr Sammy Skosana and Ms Mary Mabuse.

Mr Kevin

Bramwe

Mr Rofhiwa Tshidino

Agrément South Africa

Mr Nic Arn
old and Mr

Mr Joe Odhiambo
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pela

Ms Catherine Ba

Dr Benson Wekes
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Aubrey Bell

se

Ms Issie Thys
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Agrément South Africa 40th anniversary celebrations held on 7 September 2009 at the
CSIR International Convention Centre.

WFTAO Members - Back (left to right): Hervé Berrier; John Flack; Bruno Mesureur; Jiri Sobola;
Kevin Bramwell; Joe Blaisdale; Paul Shortis. Front (left to right): John Nosse; Jadwiga Fangrat;
Joe Odhiambo; Thomas Bruun; Tokiwa Terakawa; Toshikatsu Sasai.

Agrément South Africa is an agency managed by CSIR Built Environment.

Agrément South Africa
· Fit-for-purpose · Doelmatig
· E loketse morero
· E siametse morero
· Ho loketse morero
· Ukungqamelana nenjongo
· E lungele injongo
· Yi ringanele xikongomelo
Agrément South Africa is an agency managed by CSIR Built Environment.

PO Box 395, Pretoria, 0001
Tel: +27 12 841 3708
Fax: +27 12 841 2539
E-mail: agrement@csir.co.za
CSIR, Building 2, Meiring Naudé Road, Brummeria, Pretoria
www.agrement.co.za

